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Abstract

This thesis investigates Stochastic Separated Flow (SSF) models for particle disper

sion in turbulent shear flows. A new model is presented that accounts for anisotropy 

and incorporates a temporal and a spatial autocorrelation in the description of the 

fluctuating component of the turbulent gas-phase velocity. This model and three 

SSF models available in the literature are evaluated by comparing predictions with 

the shear layer experiments of Lazaro and Lasheras (1989), Hishida et al (1992) and 

the turbulent round jet experiment of Yuu et al (1978). Results are discussed and 

deficiencies in the models explored. The new model of Evinou and Lightstone com

pensates for the crossing trajectory effect with the inclusion of a spatial correlation 

based on the relative velocity of the particle and the time step employed.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Particle dispersion problems exist in a number of engineering fields, including the 

combustion of liquid-fuel sprays, the spread of pollutants and contaminants from 

exhaust systems, and many other industrial processes. In recent years, engineers have 

been interested in modeling these types of flows numerically. The models that have 

been developed in this field have grown in complexity and efficiency right alongside 

the development of the computer.

The main challenge in modelling particle motion in a turbulent flow is in correctly 

accounting for the effect of fluid turbulence on the particle trajectory. In tracking a 

particle in a Lagrangian framework, the instantaneous gas velocity has to be known at 

every particle location throughout the computational domain. Thus, engineers have 

designed complex Lagrangian frameworks that are built upon an Eulerian solution of 

the flow field using traditionally a k — e framework, or in more complicated solutions, 

a Reynolds Stress Model.

A new model will be proposed that builds upon the strengths of the models found 

throughout the literature. Predictions will be generated and compared with clas

sic shear flow experimental results, and assessed with reference to models used in 

industry.

The next chapter in this thesis will outline the work that has been done in particle 

dispersion modelling research in the past, and will detail the evolution of the solution

1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

techniques to the present day. That will be followed by a chapter that explains 

the basic mathematical equations that are solved in turbulence modelling, and the 

techniques that are used to solve for particle trajectories. Chapter four will focus 

specifically on stochastic separated flow models, and will describe particular models 

of interest in great detail. As well, a new model will be introduced that is built on the 

promising models of Zhou & Leschziner and Berlemont et al. Chapters five through 

seven will each feature turbulent shear experiments that have been simulated to assess 

the performance of the stochastic separated flow models of Shuen et al., Hennick & 

Lightstone, Zhou & Leschziner and the proposed model of Evinou and Lightstone. 

The results of these simulations will be discussed, and the merits and shortcomings 

of the models will be assessed. The work will be concluded with a summary of the 

research results and recommendations for future work.



Chapter 2

Background

This chapter will serve as an introduction to the nature of particle dispersion mod

eling as well as a review of the existing models from the literature. The chapter 

will begin with a description of the particle equation of motion introduced by Basset 

(1888), Boussinesq (1903) and Oseen (1927). This will be followed by an outline of the 

important physical phenomenon that make the particle dispersion problem unique, 

as well as the definition of a few key terms that will be used throughout the thesis.

Particle dispersion models can be broadly classified into two categories based on the 

type of reference frame used to model the particulate phase: Lagrangian or Eulerian. 

The two categories will be discussed and an introduction to some key models in both 

will be introduced. Particular focus will be given to Lagrangian models, since these 

models tend to be more applicable to a wider range of applications. Specific attention 

will be given to a specific subset of Lagrangian particle dispersion models, that being 

stochastic separated flow models.

2.1 Particle Equation of Motion

The particle equation of motion introduced by Basset, Boussinesq and Oseen (BBO) 

describes the motion of a particle at low Reynolds numbers through a flow field. For

a spherical particle, the full equation has the form:
3



CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND 4

P.1)

The five terms on the right-hand side of the equation are, in order from left to right, 

the forces due to the Stokes drag, pressure gradient, added mass, Basset historic 

integral, and other external forces such as gravitational force and electrostatic force 

(Fan & Zhu,1998). When the density of a particle is much greater then the density 

of the fluid phase (i.e. pp » pg), most of these effects can be shown to scale out of 

the problem, and the solution of the particle trajectories is a function of Stokes drag 

and gravitational forces only. The solution of the particle equation of motion will be 

discussed in great detail in section 3.4.

2.2 Particle Dispersion

Before embarking on a summary of different particle dispersion models available in 

the literature, it will be useful to briefly outline and define some important concepts 

in particle dispersion modeling.

The size of the particle relative to the length scales of turbulence is a key parameter 

in determining the nature of the dispersion. Particles are generally split into two cat

egories: small and medium. A small particle’s diameter is less then the Kolmogorov 

length scale of the carrier phase (i.e. the smallest eddy size). A medium-sized par

ticle’s diameter is in-between the Kolmogorov scale and the integral length scale of 

the flow (determined from the characteristic dimensions of the flow (e.g. wake size, 

jet diameter etc.). Large particles with diameters comparable to the integral length
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scale do not appear in practical systems and hence will not be discussed in this thesis 

(Shirolkar et aZ.,1996).

The density of the particle relative to the density of the gaseous phase is another 

important consideration in particle dispersion. If the particle is significantly heavier 

than the carrier phase, it will not respond to the turbulent fluctuations of the fluid 

(also true for the diameter of the particle). This is known as the inertia effect, and 

it is characterized by the particle relaxation time. The particle relaxation time is 

defined as the rate of response of particle acceleration to the relative velocity between 

the particle and the carrier fluid (Shirolkar et al.,1996). The particle relaxation time 

is derived from the particle equation of motion for the case when Re « 1, and has 

the form:

18/x (2-2)

A particle may or may not interact with an eddy for the entire lifetime of that eddy. 

The phenomenon of migration of a particle from one eddy to another is known as 

the crossing trajectory effect (CTE). This premature migration is due to the signifi

cant free fall velocity of the particle under consideration (i.e. gravity is important). 

The minimum time (fc) a particle would take to cross an eddy with characteristic 

dimension le can be approximated by (as suggested by Gosman & Ioannides):

tc = - (2.3)
Vd

where the denominator is the magnitude of the relative velocity between the particle 

and the fluid. If the minimum crossing time were smaller then the eddy lifetime, the 

particle would jump to another eddy. Thus, it is possible to account for the CTE 

by allowing a particle to interact with an eddy for a time that is the minimum of
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tc and the lifetime of the eddy, te (Shirolkar et al.,1996). This phenomenon is most 

important when dealing with large, heavy particles.

2.3 Particle Dispersion Modeling

The modeling of dispersion of particles in a gaseous carrier phase is complex since it 

requires the modeling of two separate phases, the carrier phase and the particulate 

phase. The carrier phase is generally modeled in an Eulerian coordinate system using 

standard turbulence models such as the k — e model. Researchers have consistently 

used this as a starting point in their work, but have diverged in a myriad of directions 

when deciding how to model the particulate phase.

There are many popular methods in use today to predict the dispersion of particles 

in turbulent flows. In order to predict how a particle will be dispersed in the car

rier phase, knowledge of the instantaneous velocity fluctuations are required at all 

points along the particle’s trajectory. Most dispersion models can be broadly clas

sified based on the type of reference frame, Lagrangian or Eulerian, that is used to 

model the particulate phase. In the Eulerian framework, the particle phase is treated 

as a continuum and dispersion is calculated by solution of conservation equations 

for the particle and the gas phases. The Lagrangian models treat the particles as 

discrete entities, and solve individual particle equations of motions to generate tra

jectories and eventually dispersion data.
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2.3.1 Eulerian Particle Dispersion Models

The turbulence models that are used in most flow field solutions (like the k — e model 

for instance) are cast in an Eulerian framework. These models are essentially a set 

of partial differential equations that can be solved easily in a fixed reference frame 

(Shirolkar et al.,1996). It is therefore natural to construct a particle dispersion model, 

that is dependent on the fluid-phase solution, in an Eulerian reference frame as well. 

The challenge, then, is to develop a set of appropriate partial differential equations 

to model particle properties of interest, such as particle velocity and particle number 

density.

The main advantage of Eulerian models is that the same numerical methods that are 

used to solve the fluid-phase equations can be used to solve the particle equations. 

This leads to fast solutions at low computational cost. The penalty associated with 

this approach is the limiting assumption that is made in assuming a continuous par

ticle field (Berlemont et al., 1990). For instance, there is no justification to model the 

turbulent dispersion by analogy to Fick’s law, thus using an effective particle diffu- 

sivity (Shirolkar et al., 1996). The derivation of the steady-state continuity equation 

for average particle number density gives rise to the problematic term, Tp, termed 

the ’effective particle diffusivity’, which is given by:

where is the turbulent particle viscosity and a* is the turbulent particle Schmidt 

number. The problem arises since particles do not equilibrate with either local fluid 

or each other as they move through the flow field. As well, Eulerian approaches do 

not work well for dilute flows, which limits there applicability for many practical ap

plications. Difficulty also arises from the application of boundary conditions in the
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Eulerian model, since the particles and the fluid do not interact in the same manner 

at walls, for example. The equations of motions for the individual particles, which act 

independently of each other, are ” parabolic and not directly amenable to elliptic-like 

boundary conditions” (Crowe et al., 1996).

Key work in this area has been developed by researchers such as Durst et al. (1984), 

Elgobashi et al. (1984) and Picart et al. (1986).

2.3.2 Lagrangian Particle Dispersion Models

The Lagrangian reference frame is the natural frame for treating particles. This is 

because in this reference frame particles are treated as discrete objects, and their 

motion is tracked as they move through the flow field. In this way, it is possible to 

account for the noncontinuum behaviour of particles and the particle history effects. 

The particle trajectories of representative samples are obtained by solving the indi

vidual particle momentum equation through the Eulerian velocity field. Therefore, 

these models in general need to estimate the fluctuating component of the fluid ve

locity at every particle location as the particle moves in discrete time steps through 

the computational domain.

Examples of Lagrangian particle dispersion models will be outlined in great detail in 

the next section.

2.4 Stochastic Separated Flow Models

Stochastic separated flow (SSF) models use a Lagrangian framework to solve the 

trajectory equations of a particle as it interacts with a succession of discrete turbulent
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eddies. First developed by Dukowicz (Gosman & Ioannides,1983), this Lagrangian 

framework treats the particles as distinct entities within the fluid phase. The solution 

is stochastic since the particle interacts with the instantaneous velocities of the gas- 

phase turbulence. The model incorporates the turbulent fluctuations by random 

sampling to determine the instantaneous velocity of the continuum gas-phase. More 

precisely, turbulent velocity fluctuations are determined from statistical correlations 

of such fluctuations. These models solve the particle equation of motion, which will 

be discussed in detail in section 3.4.

There are two main, distinct SSF models: discrete eddy models and correlated models.

2.4.1 Discrete Eddy Models

Discrete eddy models are the simplest of the SSF models. They model the fluid as a 

collection of discrete eddies, each with a constant velocity and finite life-time. The 

particles enter the eddies, and are subjected to the same instantaneous velocity of 

the eddy for the duration of the eddy-particle interaction. The interaction time is 

governed by either the time required for the particle to cross the eddy, or the lifetime 

of the eddy - depending on whether the crossing-trajectory effect or eddy capture 

dominates. Gosman & Ioannides (1983) and Shuen et al. (1983) are examples of dis

crete eddy models. These models remain, because of their simplicity and robustness, 

the primary schemes for predicting particle dispersion in most current commercial 

computational codes (Crowe et al., 1996).

However, these types of models do have their limitations due to the simplifying as

sumptions inherent in them. Both of these models assume that u'2 = v'2 = w'2, 

and that each velocity u ,v , and w at a given point are independent of each other. 

Thus, isotropy of the turbulence is an inherent assumption in each of these models, a 

condition that is rare to find in most practical flows of interest. Second, the models
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hold ug constant over the entire particle/eddy interaction time. In the next section, 

models will be described which attempt to compensate for these shortcomings.

2.4.2 Correlated Models

The discrete eddy models described in the previous section are founded on the hy

pothesis that a particle will be exposed to only one fluctuating velocity over the time 

it interacts with an eddy. Zhou & Leschziner were the first researchers to argue that 

it is more correct to assume that a particle will be exposed to a series of correlated 

gas-phase velocities over the course of the interaction period. Their model accounted 

for the temporal correlation of turbulent fluctuations by introducing an exponential 

function as suggested by Hinze (1975).

R($t) = exp (2.5)

where t^j = 7(C'°'75&1'5/e)/(2/3fc)°'5. Zhou & Leschziner took the value of 7 as 0.8 

based on an optimization carried out for isotropic turbulence.

Using this correlation, Zhou & Leschziner developed an expression for calculating a 

new turbulent velocity fluctuation.

«t = R(tyut_st + et (2.6)

where ut is the current gas-phase fluctuating velocity, ut_St is the previous gas-phase 

fluctuating velocity, and et is an independent random variable intended to take into 

account randomness that can occur during the time step tit.
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Subsequently, several researchers have built upon this idea, generating models which 

take into account anisotropy and directional correlation. Key amongst these re

searchers are Berlemont et al. and Burry & Bergeles. Their work will be outlined in 

detail in Chapter 4.

2.5 Summary

This section began with an outline of some of the key concepts in particle dispersion 

modelling. Such terms as the crossing-trajectory effect, particle relaxation numbers 

and particle residency where introduced to make clear the motivation behind many of 

the models found in the literature. The two main types of particle dispersion models 

were outlined, those being the Eulerian and the Lagrangian models. The differences 

between the two types of models were explored.

The different kinds of Lagrangian models that exist in the literature were then fo

cused upon as these are the models that will be used in this thesis. Specifically, the 

difference between Discrete Eddy models and Correlated models were discussed. The 

models of Gosman & Ioannides and Shuen et al. are examples of discrete eddy models 

that are prevalent in industry and commercial CFD packages. However, these models 

do not take into account the anisotropy of many practical flows, and assume that 

a particle will only be exposed to one gas turbulent velocity fluctuation during the 

coarse of the particle-eddy interaction time.

The more physically correct correlated models were examined next. The key feature 

of these models is that they allow for a particle to see a series of correlated velocities 

while trapped inside an eddy, as opposed to only one characteristic velocity. The 

first example of a correlated model to be looked at was Zhou & Leschziner (1991b).
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Several researchers have also attempted to account for anisotropy and directional cor

relations in their work. The finer details of the correlated models will be explored in 

Chapter 4, since the new model introduced in this thesis is directly derived from this 

work.

In the next chapter, the numerical and computational solution methods for particle 

dispersion will be discussed.



Chapter 3

Mathematical Models

This chapter will outline the mathematics behind Eulerian-Lagrangian particle dis

persion models, and particularly the numerical modeling methods used for both the 

fluid and the particulate phases. As with most investigations into fluid-dynamic phe

nomenon, it is instructive to begin by looking at the Navier-Stokes equations that 

govern the fluid phase, and the method of decomposition that is utilized when flows 

are turbulent. The different computational turbulence closure models will be studied 

in some detail, specifically the k — e model and the second order closure models, which 

are two of the more popular turbulence models found in the literature.

The focus of the chapter will then shift to the mathematical models that govern 

the particulate phase in the particle dispersion models studied in this thesis. The 

derivation and physics behind the particle equation of motion will be discussed, and 

the method of implementation of this equation in the computational fluid dynamics 

(CFD) code CFX-TASCflow will be outlined.

3.1 Basic Equations of Turbulence Modeling

Turbulent flows of a viscous, incompressible fluid with constant properties are con

sidered here. The governing field equations are the Navier-Stokes and continuity

13
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equations, which are given by

and

dui dui 
dt +Ujdxj

IdP r,2
pOXi

(3-1)

duj
dxi = 0. (3-2)

where Ui is the velocity vector, p is the modified pressure (which can include a gravita

tional potential) and v is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. The Einstein summation 

convention applies to repeated indices.

Turbulence is random or chaotic in nature. As a result, for practical flows, it is difficult 

to solve the Navier-Stokes equations exactly for the instantaneous, time-dependent 

velocities and pressures. It is common practice to use a technique called Reynolds 

decomposition, where the velocity at a point in space is split into a mean part and a 

random fluctuating part. The mean (with respect to time) of the fluctuating velocity 

component is zero. These fluctuating components play an integral role in dispersing 

particles in the carrier phase.

The time-averaged form of the Navier-Stokes equations can be found by decomposing 

the velocity and pressure into mean and fluctuating components:

Ui = Ui + u- , p = p + p' (3.3)

Substituting into the Navier-Stokes equation and time-averaging yields the Reynolds- 

averaged Navier-Stokes equation, which physically corresponds to a balance of mean
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linear momentum. This equation is given below:

düi  dui
dt dxj

1 dp 2_ dri:j
+ Ui -

p dxi dxj (3-4)

where:

Rj = uty

is the Reynolds-tensor. The mean continuity equation is given by

(3-5)

OXi
(3-6)

and is obtained by simply taking the ensemble mean of the continuity equation. 

These equations do not represent a closed system for the determination of the mean 

velocity and mean pressure because of the additional six unknowns contained within 

the Reynold’s stress tensor (u'u ,vv,w'w',uv',uw'These terms are called 

the Reynolds stresses.

The solution of the Reynold’s stress tensor is known as the turbulence closure problem. 

Researchers have come up with many models over the years to solve this problem. 

The models that are used most often in industry are the k — e and second-order closure 

models. These will be described in detail in the next section.

3.2 Turbulence Closure Models

The choice of turbulence model is often a compromise based on the user’s desire 

for accuracy and willingness to take on computational effort. Two-equation models 

and second-order closure models are two of the most popular methods in industry
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for solving the Reynolds-stress closure problem. The k — e model, a popular two- 

equation model, has been shown to generate reliable fluid flow predictions for a variety 

of different flows. The model is considered to have a low computational cost, since 

it only needs to solve two equations of turbulence quantities to satisfy the closure 

problem. The second-order closure models solves equations for the Reynolds stresses 

directly (6 equations),as well as an equation for the dissipation rate, e. This makes it 

more computationally expensive, but it is considered to be more reliable and robust 

for a wider range of flows. The two models will be described in more detail in the 

following sections.

3.2.1 k — e Model

The k — e model is among the most popular turbulence models used in scientific 

and engineering calculations. It is based on an isotropic eddy viscosity model. Two 

separate modeled transport equations are solved for the turbulent length and time 

scales. The length and time scales are built up from the turbulent kinetic energy and 

dissipation rates as follows (Launder & Spalding, 1974):

jui.5 k
l0 oc — , To oc - (3.7)

The k — e turbulence model provides these variables by solving separate modelled 

transport equations for the turbulent kinetic energy k and turbulent dissipation rate 

e (Launder & Spalding, 1974). At high Reynolds numbers, the turbulent kinetic energy 

transport equation is given by:

Dk _ 1 d fj,t dk 
Dt pdxk

dUi + dUk 
dxk dxi

dUi
dxk

and the transport equation for e is given by:
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Be
Dt

1 d 
pdxk

Pt de ' ! C-iPt (■ 
cr€dxkj p k

dUj. dUk\dUi_c^ 
dxk dxi J dxk 2 k

The k — e model utilizes the eddy-viscosity assumption to relate the Reynolds stress 

and turbulent flux terms to the mean flow variables. These models use the gradient 

diffusion hypothesis to relate the Reynolds stresses to the mean velocity gradients 

and the turbulent viscosity:

pu'u'. = -Ht
dUj dUj 
dxj dxi + ^P&ijk (3-8)

where the eddy viscosity is given by

Pt = (3.9)

The k — e model only requires a few empirical constants in the two transport equations 

to satisfy the closure condition. The values for the constants as suggested by Launder 

&; Spalding can be found in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: The values of the constants in the k — e model

c2

0.09 1.44 1.92 1.0 1.3

The k — e model generates very good predictions for pipe flows and other boundary- 

layer flows. The constants that are used in the model have been specifically tuned 

for these kinds of problems. However, the model tends to have difficulty with more 

complicated flows that contain effects such as swirl, and especially when curvilin

ear problems arise (AEA,2001). This is due to the inherent assumption of a scaler 

turbulent viscosity in the model.
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3.2.2 Second Order Closure Models

Although two-equation models are the most commonly used turbulence models, they 

still have significant deficiencies that make their application to complex turbulent 

flows precarious. As mentioned earlier, the two-equation models of the eddy-viscosity 

have the following major deficiencies: (a) the inability to properly account for the 

streamline curvature, rotational strains, and other body-force effects; and (b) the 

neglect of nonlocal and history effects on the Reynolds-stress anisotropies. Most 

of these deficiencies are intimately tied to the assumption that there is a clear-cut 

separation of scales at the second-moment level (i.e. the level of the Reynolds-stress 

tensor). While some of the deficiencies cited above can be partially overcome by the 

use of two-equation models with a nonlinear algebraic correction to the eddy viscosity, 

major improvements can only be achieved by higher order closures- the simplest of 

which are second-order closure models (Speziale, 1991).

Second-order closure models are based on the Reynolds-stress transport equation. 

Since this equation automatically accounts for the convection and diffusion of Reynolds 

stresses, second-order closure models (unlike eddy-viscosity models) are able to ac

count for strong nonlocal and history effects. Furthermore, since the Reynolds-stress 

transport equation contains convection and production terms that adjust themselves 

automatically in turbulent flows with streamline curvature or a system rotation 

(through the addition of scale factors or Coriolis terms), complex turbulent flows 

involving these effects are usually better described (AEA,2001).

3.3 Numerical Solution of Fluid Phase

The numerical simulations in this thesis were carried out using the computational 

fluid dynamics software package CFX-TASCflow. CFX-TASCflow uses a finite volume
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method to solve the Navier-Stokes equations. The finite volume method integrates 

the equations over a fixed control volume, using Gauss’s theorem. The integrated 

form of the Navier-Stokes equations is given as:

where v and s are volume and surface integrals, respectively, and drii are the dif

ferential Cartesian components of the outward normal surface vector. The effective 

viscosity, jtze// is the sum of the dynamic and eddy viscosities of the fluid.

The key feature of the finite volume method is the definition of the control volume. 

The method retains the geometric flexibility of the finite element method while adding 

the conservation properties of the finite volume method (AEA,2001). The computa

tional domain is discretized into elements, such that each computational node has a 

representative control volume (see figure 3.1).

The benefit of this method is that the fluxes are evaluated at integration points, which 

are shared by adjacent control volumes exactly (AEA,2001). Since the same flux that 

leaves a control volume enters the adjacent control volume, numerical conservation is 

guaranteed (see figure 3.2).

CFX-TASCflow utilizes a multi-grid solver to solve the resultant algebraic equations. 

More details on the numerical solver methods of the CFX-TASCflow code can be 

obtained in the CFX-TASCflow theory manual.
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Figure 3.1: The definition of the control volume (AEA,2001)

3.4 Numerical Solution of the Particle Equation of 

Motion

The forces that act on a particle during its motion through a fluid field are due to the 

difference in velocity between the particle and the local fluid, and the displacement 

of the fluid by the particle. An equation of motion of the form F = ^ma can be 

derived for a particle that takes into account all of the forces that act on the particle 

due to physical phenomenon such as drag and lift. The particle momentum equation 

was first derived by Basset (1888), Boussinesq (1903) and Oseen (1927), as was shown 

in section 2.1.

At low loading ratios, such as in the experiments examined in this thesis, the particles 

do not influence the gaseous field, and there is therefore no turbulence modulation. 

The particles are of the small type, and therefore effects such as lift and coriolis forces 

can be shown to scale out of the problem, and an equation of motion that is solely a
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Figure 3.2: Integration point definition for a 2-D quadrilateral element (AEA,2001)

function of drag and gravitational forces can be derived for the particles.

f
-M=CU’ Up)+g (3-12)

where

f = l + 0.15T?e°'687 (3.13)

and

(3.14)

where up and ug are the instantaneous particle and gas-phase velocities, respectively, 

tp is the particle relaxation time constant, g is acceleration due to gravity, pp is the 

particle material density, and p. is the fluid viscosity. Equation (3.12) is valid for the 

range Rep < 700 (Fan & Zhu,1998). Particle trajectories are calculated based on the 

solution of this equation.

The tracking model implemented in CFX-TASCflow makes some key limiting as

sumptions. First, it is assumed that the particles do not interact with each other. 

Particles are injected and tracked one at a time. This limits the use of CFX-TASCflow
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to simulations where the mass loading ratio is small (approximately less than 0.1). 

The mass loading ratio determines the magnitude of the concentration of particles 

in the simulations, and does not feedback or modulate the turbulence through the 

momentum equations. Secondly, there are no particle source terms to the turbulence 

equations, and therefore, turbulence is not modulated by the discrete phase. Finally, 

the particles are assumed to be spherical and inert (AEA,2001).

3.5 Implementation of Lagrangian Tracking in CFX 

TASCflow

Particle displacement is calculated using forward Euler integration of the particle 

velocity over the computational time step, St. It should be noted that the computa

tional time step discussed in this section is a sub-time step over which the ordinary 

differential equation for the particle equation of motion is solved, and not the physical 

St over which ug is held constant in the correlated particle models discussed earlier. 

The solution of the Euler integration yields:

X? = x° +
dxi
dt

St (3.15)

where the superscripts n and o refers to the new and old values respectively, and the 

particle velocity is given by uPtl =

In forward integration, the particle velocity calculated at the start of St prevails over 

the entire computational time step. At the end of this time step, a new particle 

velocity is calculated from the solution of the particle equation of motion. While 

the exact analytical solution of this equation is not trivial, it can be solved analyt

ically as a linear equation if the time step is small enough that t remains constant
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during the integration interval. The integration of the particle equation is given by 

(Coimbra et al.,1998):

Up = ff + (u° - uf)exp + gr 1 — exp (3.16)

where

TrrdpHf (1 + 0.15/?e°-687)

The procedure for determining a particle trajectory through a flux element will be 

described with the aid of figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3: The definition of the control volume (AEA,2001)

A two-dimensional flux element is shown for clarity. The particle will enter the flux 

element at point 1 and move to point 2 in one time step. It will then move to point 3 

in a second time step. There are three rules which control the tracking of the particle 

(AEA.2001).
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1. A particle cannot travel through any flux element during a time step.

2. A particle may only travel some user-defined fraction of the control volume step 

per time step.

3. For turbulent particle tracking, the time step is also limited by the lifetime of the 

eddy or the time required for the particle to cross the eddy.

3.6 Summary

This chapter began with a description of the basic equations of turbulence modelling. 

The Navier-Stokes and continuity equations were presented in their differential form. 

The method of decomposition was described and the Reynolds-averaged form of the 

Navier-Stokes equations was given. As a result, the Reynolds stress tensor was defined 

and the turbulence closure problem was introduced.

The closure problem was then discussed in some more detail. Two of the more preva

lent methods of solution for this problem were introduced: the k — e and second-order 

closure models. The k — e model solves the closure problem by modelling transport 

equations for the turbulent kinetic energy and dissipation rates based on an eddy- 

viscosity assumption, and calculating length and time scales based on these results. 

Second-order models solve the closure model by modelling transport equations for 

the normal and shear stresses directly. This model is able to solve for curvilinear 

problems.

The numerical solution of the fluid phase was described in the next section. The 

CFD code CFX-TASCflow utilizes a finite-volume solution method which integrates 

the Navier-Stokes and continuity equations over a fixed control volume. This method 

utilizes the flexibility of a finite element method while ensuring numerical continu

ity by evaluating fluxes at integration points which are shared by adjacent control
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volumes exactly. A multi-grid solver is used to solve the resultant algebraic equations.

Finally, the derivation of the particle equation of motion was outlined. For the flows 

of interest in this work, the equation of motion of reduces to a function of drag forces 

and gravity only. The calculation of new particle velocities and implementation of 

Lagrangian tracking in CFX-TASCflow was also described.



Chapter 4

Stochastic Separated Flow Models

Stochastic separated flow (SSF) models use a Lagrangian framework to solve the 

trajectory equations of a particle as it interacts with a succession of discrete turbulent 

eddies. First developed by Dukowicz (Gosman & Ioannides,1983), this Lagrangian 

framework treats the particles as distinct entities within the fluid phase. The solution 

is stochastic since the particle interacts with the instantaneous velocities of the gas- 

phase turbulence. The model incorporates the turbulent fluctuations by random 

sampling to determine the instantaneous velocity of the continuum gas-phase. More 

precisely, turbulent velocity fluctuations are determined from statistical correlations 

of such fluctuations.

There are two main distinct groups of SSF models, discrete eddy models and corre

lated models. The characteristics of these models will be outlined in detail in this 

chapter, and examples of models of these types will be described.

4.1 Discrete Eddy Models

Discrete eddy models are the simplest of the SSF models. They model the fluid 

as a collection of discrete eddies, each with a uniform velocity and finite life-time. 

The particles will then enter eddies, and be subjected to the local eddy velocity for 

the duration of the eddy-particle interaction. The interaction time is governed by

26
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either the time required for the particle to cross the eddy, or the lifetime of the eddy 

- depending on whether the crossing-trajectory effect or eddy capture dominates. 

Gosman & Ioannides (1983) is an example of a discrete eddy model.

4.1.1 The Model of Gosman and Ioannides

In the model of Gosman & Ioannides (1983) the effect of the turbulence on the particle 

motion is simulated by a stochastic approach. One element of this is the evaluation of 

the instantaneous gas velocity u from the time-averaged gas velocity U and turbulence 

energy k fields. This instantaneous velocity is required to evaluate the drag term in 

the particle equation of motion. For this purpose, the turbulence is assumed to be 

isotropic and to possess a Gaussian probability distribution in the fluctuating velocity, 

whose standard deviation an is given by

Random sampling of this distribution at appropriate points in the trajectory calcu

lation then yields the estimated prevailing fluctuating velocity field u' and hence the 

instantaneous velocity field u — U + u'.

A second important element is the manner of determining the time interval tmt over 

which the particle interacts with the randomly sampled velocity field. Here, it is 

convenient to envisage the latter as being associated with a turbulent eddy, in which 

case the interaction time is determined by one or the other of the following possible 

events: 1) the particle velocity is sufficiently close to the gas velocity to allow the 

particle to remain within the eddy during the whole of the eddy lifetime te or 2) the 

relative or ’slip’ velocity between the gas and the particle is large enough to allow 

the particle to traverse the eddy in a transit time ttr shorter then te. The interaction 

time scale will therefore be the minimum of the above, i.e. tint = min(te, ttr).
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Estimates of the eddy and transit time scales are made under the further assumption 

that the characteristic size of the randomly sampled eddy is the dissipation length 

scale le, given by

fc1-5
€

(4-2)

The eddy lifetime is then estimated as

te (4.3)

where ug is the gas-phase velocity fluctuation. The equation that is used to determine 

the transit time of a particle is given by:

Lr — Tp In
le ' 

Tp|u7-U^|_
1 -

where tp is the particle relaxation number. The Lagrangian particle equation of 

motion is solved repeatedly with u'g held constant over this interaction interval to 

generate the trajectory of a particle. The above procedure may be repeated for as 

many interaction times as are required for a particle to traverse the required distance. 

In this model (and indeed all SSF models), care must be taken to ensure that a 

statistically significant number of particle trajectories are calculated. (Gosman & 

Ioannides,1983).

4.1.2 The Model of Shuen, Chen and Faeth

The model of Shuen, Chen and Faeth (SCF) largely resembles the model of Gosman 

and Ionnides (GI). It is the default particle dispersion model used in the commercial
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CFD code CFX-TASCflow, and will be one of the models tested throughout this work. 

Shuen et al. (1983) proposed modifications to the expressions for characteristic eddy 

size and the eddy lifetime presented in the GI model. Since the turbulent kinetic 

energy is related to the fluctuating turbulent velocity component, they defined the 

eddy lifetime as:

te (4-4)

In addition, the characteristic eddy size is defined similarly to that of GI, but a 

different exponent is used, that is C°-75. However, the value of the power that is 

raised to is not agreed on by all researchers. Analytical work by Lightstone & Raithby 

(1998) indicated an exponent of 0.63.

4.2 Correlated Models

Using the Gosman and Ionnides methodology, the turbulent gas-phase velocity fluc

tuations in each orthogonal direction is sampled only once per eddy and the gas-phase 

velocity is held constant over the particle/eddy interaction time. With this approach, 

the particle interaction time is chosen to be large, such that the time correlation 

between fluctuating velocities in subsequent time steps will be effectively zero. Cor

related models build on discrete eddy models, but instead of a series of discrete eddies, 

the fluid is viewed as a continuum of correlated velocities. The level of correlation 

can depend upon the size of the time step taken and the distance between points.
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4.2.1 Zhou and Leschziner’s Time-Correlated Isotropic Model

Zhou &; Leschziner (1991a) were the first researchers to present a model based on 

the hypothesis that there is a temporal correlation between velocity fluctuations at 

two successive time steps. They introduced a method that used a time-correlation 

coefficient R(6t) defined as:

R(St) =
2
t—ôtU

which they approximated, based on a suggestion by Hinze (1975), as:

7?(<5t) = exp

where T — 7(C'°’75A:1'5/e)(2/3fc)°'5. The value of the empirical constant 7 was taken 

as 0.8 based on an optimization carried out by Zhou &; Leschziner for isotropic turbu

lence. As a result, it was possible to sample velocity fluctuations that were correlated 

in time using the equation:

ut = R(8i)ut_St + et (4.5)

where et is an independent random variable that approximates all the effects of ran

domness during a time step fit. The variance of et can be determined by re-writing 

equation (4.5), squaring both sides of the equation, and taking the expected value.

et = (,ut ~ R^u’t-st)2 = ut2 ~ R2^ut2-5t

The model of Zhou & Leschziner allows particles to be exposed to more then one 

instantaneous velocity during the interaction period with the eddy, which closely
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models the physics of the flow. However, the model does not account for the cross

ing trajectory effect (CTE), which describes the movement of a particle from one 

eddy to another due to a difference in velocities between the particle and the fluid. 

This phenomenon has been shown to significantly affect the dispersion of particles 

(Csanady,1963). Zhou & Leschziner’s model assumes that the fluid trajectories and 

particle trajectories are very close, which is only true for particles with small relax

ation times.

4.2.2 Hennick and Lightstone’s SSF Model

Hennick & Lightstone (2000) developed a model built on Zhou and Leschziner’s time- 

correlated, isotropic, stochastic model. This model accounts for time-correlation by 

considering a particle to be exposed to many correlated fluctuating velocities during 

its interaction period with an eddy. The crossing trajectory effect is incorporated 

by introducing a spatial correlation coefficient based on the relative velocity of the 

particle and the time step 6t. The spatial auto-correlation was derived based on 

work by Lu, Fontaine, and Aubertin. In addition, the magnitude of the Lagrangian 

integral time scale is determined independent of the model’s performance by relating 

the variance of particle position to Taylor’s result for fluid particles.

Incorporating the approximations for the temporal and spatial autocorrelation, the 

gas-phase velocity fluctuation becomes:

u'i = R(St)R(6x)u’t_St + et (4-6)

where the temporal autocorrelation is the same as in the time-correlated isotropic
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model of Zhou & Leschziner and the spatial autocorrelation is approximated by

R(6x) = exp (4-7)

where the Lagrangian integral timescale is given by 77,/ = 0.135A:/e, urel = ~ up\

and Lj is the Lagrangian integral length scale given by:

¿i = C“3^ = 2Tt,y|I (4.8)

Similar to the model of Zhou & Leschziner, the expected value of et is zero, although 

the variance has a slightly different form given by

el = 4 - R\6i)R\6x-)^_it (4.9)

This model is isotropic in nature, and as such does not take into account the anisotropy 

of turbulent shear flows.

4.2.3 Zhou & Leschziner’s Anisotropic Model

Zhou & Leschziner (1991b)’s anisotropic model is an improvement of their earlier 

correlated model because of it’s ability to account for anisotropy and correlation 

between velocity fluctuations. However, as noted by the authors, the model does not 

account for the crossing trajectory effect.

The model allows for anisotropy by making the new velocity fluctuations in any 

different direction a function of the velocity fluctuations in all directions, as opposed 

to the isotropic form of equation (4.5).

Uf — fixx'U'O T ftxyVo T T dtx (4.10)
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Vt — f^yx'^'o “I* fiyyvo “I” ftyz^o “I” ^ty (4.H)

Wf = ftzx'U'O “I” fizyVo “I” Szz^o T ^tz (4-12)

where uo, v0 and wo are the old velocities and ut, vt and wt are the new velocities. To 

solve this set of equations, it is necessary to find expressions for the (3’s and the d’s.

By multiplying equation (4.10) by uo and time averaging, a new equation is generated:

T /3xyVoUo + ftxzWoUo (4.13)

Similarly, equation (4.10) can be multiplied by v0 and w0 and time-averaged to yield 

two more equations:

UtV0 = PxxUoVo + PxyV0V0 + f3Xz'W0V0 (4-14)

u^ = /3xxu^ + /3xyv^ + /3xzw^ (4.15)

To fully understand the previous step, it is important to note that the term dtxu0 = 0, 

since the terms dtx and u0 are independent variables. Six more equations can be 

generated in a similar manner by multiplying equations (4.11) and (4.12) by the 

three velocity components and time-averaging. The three sets of equations can then 

each be written in matrix form:

[B]/3 = C (4.16)
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It is then simple to solve for the f3 terms simply by multiplying both sides of the 

equation by the inverse of the Reynolds stress matrix:

f3 = [R]"1«? (4.17)

The methodology of obtaining the statistical properties of the d’s in Equations (4.10) 

to (4.12) is a little more involved than the solution for the /0’s.

To make sure that the d’s have the correct statistical behavior, information is needed 

for: dtx,dty etc. This information can be obtained by manipulating the equation:

Ut — (Jdxi'U'io) 4“ dfa (4.18)

Squaring both sides of each equation gives us the variance, noting that dtxui0 = 0 

gives:

Ut = (/dxiUio)2 + d2x (4.19)

It is then simple to see that:

dtx = ut ~ (,/dxiUio)2 (4.20)

<%y = vt - (PyiUio)2 (4-21)

< = ^-(/0^o)2 (4.22)

Similarly,
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Now that all of the statistical data on the d’s has been obtained, it is just necessary 

to generate the terms. For this purpose, Zhou & Leschziner used the following forms:

dtx = buZi (4.23)

dty = ^21-21 + &22^2 (4.24)

dtz = £>31-^1 + 632^2 + £33^3 (4-25)

where z\, z^ and 23 are a set of random variables with independent standard nor

mal distribution N(0,1). The 6’s are then solved for with the aid of the statistical 

properties of the d’s, i.e.

dtx — ^li2! — &ii (4.26)

Therefore, it is simple to see that

bn = }/Wx (4-27)

The remaining fe’s can be solved for by similar back-substitution. Now that the 

mechanics of the anisotropic, correlated model have been described in detail, it will 

be instructive to detail the correlation function that the authors favored. The velocity 

fluctuation is described by Zhou & Leschziner using a time-correlation coefficient 

derived for fluid particles:

■Ri j — T-ty j
cos

T J
(4.28)
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where is a time scale given by:

T„ = /3(Ci’!t1S/e)/(V<‘?V«?)“-5 (4.29)

The value of (3 was taken as 0.8 on the basis of an optimization carried out by the 

authors. The correlation utilizes a ’Frenkiel-type’ form whose usage is not recom

mended in work completed by Lightstone (2001) since it produces a correlation that 

differs from the original intended correlation. As well, unless a particle has a small 

particle relaxation time, it will not be able to follow the high-frequency fluctuations 

of the turbulence, and in general, will not see the same velocity fluctuations as a fluid 

point. Thus, a particle falling through an eddy will see a velocity fluctuation at time 

t that should have a much lower correlation. Using Zhou and Leschziner’s model, 

however, a heavy particle sees velocity fluctuations that are highly correlated. Hence, 

the model is unable to capture the crossing trajectory effect.

4.2.4 Berlemont’s Model

The model of Berlemont et al. (1990) is very similar to Zhou and Leschziner’s anisotropic 

model for dispersion, except the authors have included a Eulerian spatial correlation 

to account for the crossing trajectory effect of particles. If the discrete particle and 

the fluid particle are moving too far away from each other (i.e. relative velocities are 

large), the instantaneous fluid velocity ’encountered’ by the discrete particles cannot 

be estimated by the scheme. Berlemont defines a length scale Ld which characterizes 

the correlation domain. When the discrete particle is outside the domain, i.e. when 

r > Ld, Berlemont ’changes’ the fluid particle. The trajectory of the new fluid par

ticle is then simulated from the location of the discrete particle. The whole process 

leads to a discrete particle trajectory Lagrangian simulation, and theoretically solves 

the problem (Berlemont et al., 1998).
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Berlemont expresses the Lagrangian correlation as follows:

Rij = exp
' -St ' mSt
_(m2 + 1)t£_

COS
{m2 + 1)tl

(4.30)

In this equation, tl is the Lagrangian integral time scale and m is a parameter which 

determines the number of negative loops in the correlation function and is therefore 

linked to the type of flow under consideration. For the simple case of homogeneous 

isotropic turbulence m = 0 can be used, which gives the correlation function an ex

ponential form without negative values (Burry & Bergeles,1993).

For m = 0, the equation becomes:

Rij = exp
—St
tl

(4.31)

and for m = 1:

Rij = exp
—St 
¿tl

cos A
¿tl

(4.32)

Berlemont proposes using a Frenkiel family of spatial correlations similar to:

UiU3 exp
—r mr

(m2 + T)LEij_
COS

_(m2 + l)LEij _
(4.33)i = yfi^j

where r = URELSt.

So, for m = 0, this model becomes:
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and for m = 1, the model becomes:

UiUji = y/u}u]exp —r
2LEij

cos
r

2LEij
(4.34)

Berlemont et al. suggests that ideally the anisotropic length scales Le^ should be 

calculated from experimental data whenever possible. Otherwise, they suggest using 

the following forms:

rLij = CL^- (4.35)

and

LEij = Cijy/ulujTLij (4.36)

where C^ is a constant depending on the scale considered. For isotropic turbulence, 

Le22 — Leu./1}, when Leu is known, for instance. The constant Cl is taken equal to 

0.2 for jets or pipe flows. The correlation length scale Lp is taken as an arithmetic 

mean value between the normal scales.

While this model has incorporated a Eulerian spatial correlation to account for the 

crossing trajectory effect, the use of a Frenkiel correlation with a loop parameter 

results in an inconsistency between the calculated fluid velocity correlation and the 

original intended correlation, as shown in the paper of Lightstone (2001), and is 

therefore undesirable.

4.2.5 Burry and Bergeles’ Model

Burry & Bergeles (1993) utilize similar Frenkiel functions as Berlemont for calculating 

the correlations uiuj. The correlation scales are defined differently from Berlemont, to
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account for the event of negative Reynolds shear stresses that would lead to physically 

impossible negative values of the Lagrangian cross-time scales.

+ uj
LEij — CijTE

'U2 +U2
‘Tuj = Cl 2e

(4.37)

where Cl is taken to be 0.2 for jets or pipe flows, e is the turbulent energy’s rate of 

dissipation and Cy are constants depending on the scale and the turbulence field. In 

their paper, Burry & Bergeles take Cy to be unity for their calculations.

4.3 Evinou & Lightstone Model

The Evinou & Lightstone model is a hybrid of the Burry and Bergeles model and the 

Hennick and Lightstone model. The intent is to have an anisotropic correlated model 

that does not use Prenkiel functions, and takes into account the ’crossing trajectory 

effect’. The form of the correlation functions will be:

uipuif = \[^u2jfexP (4-38)

This is consistent with Berlemont’s model, with m = 0. The value of Ty will be 

consistent with the Hennick and Lightstone model, which was derived analytically 

using Taylor’s Theorem for homogeneous isotropic turbulence and given by tli = 

0.135fc/e. The scales for the spatial autocorrelation will be defined similarly to Burry 

& Bergeles:

LEij — L'ijTL
<u2 + U2

TLij — Cl
u2 + u2

2e
(4.39)
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4.4 Summary

In this chapter, the group of Lagrangian particle dispersion models known as the 

stochastic separated flow models were introduced. The models generate velocity fluc

tuations through use of random sampling of a variable that is derived from the flow 

properties of the turbulence. There are two distinct types of stochastic separated flow 

models: discrete eddy models and correlated models.

Discrete eddy models are characterized by trapping a particle inside an eddy for 

a finite interaction time. During this interaction time, the particle is exposed to 

the instantaneous velocity of the eddy for the duration. Two researchers who have 

contributed models of significance in this category are Gosman & Ioannides (1983) 

and Shuen et al. (1983).

The second type of stochastic separated flow model is the correlated model. These 

models assume that a particle is exposed to a series of correlated velocities while 

trapped inside an eddy. The first correlated model to appear in the literature was a 

time-correlated model proposed by Zhou & Leschziner (1991b). Subsequent work by 

Berlemont et al. (1990) and Burry & Bergeles (1993) have added the complexity of 

anisotropy and directional correlations.

The chapter was concluded by introducing the proposed model of Evinou and Light- 

stone. This model is a correlated, anisotropic model similar to that of Zhou &; 

Leschziner (1991b). However, the model incorporates the crossing trajectory through 

the use of a Lagrangian correlation function similar to that used in the model of 

Burry & Bergeles (1993). The model incorporates constants in the calculation of the 

anisotropic length scales that have been derived analytically from Taylor’s solution 

for particle dispersion in homogeneous, isotropic flow.



Chapter 5

The Experiment of Lazaro and 

Lasheras, 1989

The first case that was studied was the dispersion of fine water droplets in a free shear 

layer which was examined experimentally by Lazaro & Lasheras. This experiment 

was chosen specifically because the experimenters Zhou & Leschziner used this case 

to test the performance of their anisotropic, time-correlated stochastic separated flow 

model, which is the foundation of the model that is proposed in this work. Measure

ments of particle concentration growth rate and downstream concentration profile 

were compared to results generated by the models of Shuen et al., Hennick & Light- 

stone, Zhou & Leschziner and the proposed model of Evinou and Lightstone using 

the CFX-TASCflow computational fluid dynamics code.

The chapter begins with a description of the experiment. The numerical simulation 

is described, and the predictions of each model are presented. Results are discussed 

in detail.

5.1 Description of Experiment

Lazaro & Lasheras constructed a test rig which consisted of an atmospheric pressure, 

open-return, two dimensional wind tunnel in which a cloud of fine water droplets is
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uniformly dispersed into a turbulent air matrix. The uniform-density, one dimensional 

water spray produced in the tunnel then discharges into a test section. The spray is 

initially separated from the stagnant air by a splitter plate. At its trailing edge, the 

spray is allowed to meet and to mix with a stagnant air flow and a two-dimensional 

turbulent mixing layer is formed.

Velocity moments to third order were obtained in the experiment using flying and 

stationary hot-wires. The test rig was capable of producing a range of uniform-density 

water sprays, with the details of the spray used in this work outlined in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Spray statistics

Quantity Symbol Value

Velocity (m/s) i/o 15

Liquid/air ratio 7 1.6x10-5

Particle diameter (//m) dp 25

Particle density (kg/m3) Pp 1000

Measurements of the particle concentration field were achieved through simultaneous 

measurement of laser attenuation and far field diffraction patterns produced by the 

water droplets as a 3mm diameter laser beam was passed along the homogeneous 

z coordinate. The distribution of the droplet sizes were then calculated by using 

Fraunhofer diffraction theory. This information, together with the laser attenuation 

signal, enabled the particle concentration fields to be measured (Lazaro & Lasheras, 

1989).

Estimates of the error in the measurements are given in Table 5.2. These estimations 

include both the inherent errors of the techniques and the signal-to-noise ratio of 

the measurements and the statistical errors associated with the finite length of the 

records (Lazaro & Lasheras, 1989). Estimates are given for both gas velocity ug and 

particle concentrations, ap.
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Table 5.2: Per cent estimated measurement errors for a 95% confidence interval

Mean R.m.s.

U9 ±1.5 ±4.1

Oip ±4.5 ±5.0

There was some concern that the water droplets used in the experiment may deform 

due to motion relative to the air. Droplet deformation can be characterized by the 

Weber (We) number, which relates the aerodynamic inertial forces to the surface 

tension of the liquid phase. It may be written as:

pV2L 
We = ------

a
(5-1)

In the experiment of Lazaro & Lasheras, the Weber number of the particles is quite 

low due to the small relative velocity between the gas and the particles, as well as 

the small diameter of the particles. The resultant Weber number is much smaller 

then the critical value, and deformation of particles can therefore be neglected (Fox 

& McDonald, 1992).

5.2 Description of Boundary Conditions and Sim

ulation

Since the shear layer is two-dimensional in nature, it is possible to model the flow by 

using a rectangular duct (see Figure 5.1) and applying symmetry boundary conditions 

in the third direction. The height of the duct was 0.26m and the axial length was lm. 

The use of symmetry boundary conditions significantly reduced the complexity of the 

problem, and thus enabled a much finer mesh to be used in the calculations, since
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only three nodes were required to model the ducts depth. Nodes were concentrated 

on the y axis, where the sharpest gradients were expected. Expansion factors of 3% 

were used from the centerline of the shear layer in this direction, so that the distance 

between nodes in the core region of the shear layer is small, and the distance between 

nodes in the far fields is large. In the axial direction, nodes were again concentrated 

in the core region of the shear layer, but since smaller gradients were expected, an 

expansion factor of 1% was used. It was found that a mesh consisting of 140 nodes 

in the axial direction and 141 nodes in the cross-stream direction was sufficient to 

generate a grid independent solution.

Outflow

Figure 5.1: Geometric representation of model and Boundary Conditions

For the inlet condition, which specifies that the fluid flows across the boundary sur

face into the solution domain, CFX-TASCflow requires that the velocity, turbulence 

intensity and energy containing eddy length scale be supplied. Lazaro & Lasher as 

provided both the inlet velocity profile (see Figure 5.2) and the rms profile at the 

inlet in their paper. The outlet boundary condition in CFX-TASCflow specifies that 

the fluid flow across the boundary surface is out of (or exiting) the solution domain. 

The code requires a static pressure to be evaluated over the entire outlet boundary 

surface. The wall boundary condition specifies that the fluid cannot flow across the
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boundary. The fluid at the wall is assumed to be at rest relative to the wall. The 

symmetry boundary condition specifies that all gradients are equal to zero at the 

boundary (i.e. = 0), and that there is no flow through it.

The particle boundary conditions are relatively straight-forward. At the inlet, the 

mass flow rate and velocity of the particles must be specified. This information was 

available in Lazaro & Lasheras’s paper. At the outlet boundary condition, particles 

’escape’ the solution domain, and are no longer tracked. At the wall boundary a 

particle, upon impact with the wall, reflects at an angle related to the coefficient of 

restitution, which determines the component of velocity normal to the surface after 

impact. In this case, the particles were allowed to reflect ’perfectly’ from the wall, 

or more precisely, at an angle of 90 degrees. Particles are similarly reflected at 90 

degrees upon impact with a symmetry boundary condition. More information on the 

particle tracking techniques incorporated in CFX-TASCflow are available in the code 

documentation (AEA,2001).

Finally, the correlated models generate velocity flow fluctuations that are correlated 

in time. As such, the time step, St, over which velocity fluctuations are held correlated 

is of great importance. The general idea is that St should be some fraction of the eddy 

integral time scale, given by tli = 0.135-fc/e. For this experiment, the average integral 

time scale in the computational domain was calculated to be approximately 0.001s. 

Therefore, a time step of 0.0001s was used in the simulations of the experiment, as 

it was found that this was a significantly small time step to generate particle tracks 

that were independent of changes in St.

5.3 Results

Lazaro & Lasheras provided the inlet velocity profile for the flow. It was therefore 

possible to create a good approximation of the exact inlet conditions of the experiment
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(see Figure 5.2) in the simulation. From this figure, it can be seen that the profile 

matches the experimental data very well.
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Figure 5.2: Longitudinal mean velocity profiles at x=0mm

As well, Lazaro & Lasheras provided the mean particle concentration profile at the 

inlet (see Figure 5.3). Again, it was possible to model this profile in CFX-TASCflow, 

although the simulated profile is slightly wavy due to a limitation in the number 

of particles injected. The waviness of the profile is restricted to the area of the 

flow removed from the main region of shear however, and it was not anticipated 

that the particles injected in the ’wavy’ region would contribute to the spread of 

the profile significantly; rather, they would simply be convected axially by the flow. 

Approximately 70000 particles were injected to generate this profile, which was shown 

to be insensitive to an increase in particle number in the area of maximum shear. To 

remove the waviness of the profile would require a number of particles that was deemed 

to be too computationally expensive for the diminishing benefits.

As a reminder, this experiment was selected because the Zhou & Leschziner used 

Lazaro & Lasheras’s results to assess their anisotropic, time-correlated dispersion
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Figure 5.3: Mean particle concentration at x=0mm

model. It is possible then to use this case as a validation of the coding of their 

model, and of the calculation technique. In Figure 5.4 it can be seen that the CFX- 

TASCflow prediction for spread rate of the fluid mixing layer is underpredicted in 

comparison to the results generated by Zhou & Leschziner. It should be noted that 

Zhou & Leschziner used a boundary-layer algorithm incorporating the second-moment 

closure of Gibson & Launder. This model differs from the second-moment algorithm of 

Launder, Reece and Rodi, which is incorporated in the CFX-TASCflow code, since it 

accounts for gravitational effects and the modification of the fluctuating pressure field 

by the presence of a wall. The Gibson & Launder algorithm was shown to give strong 

agreement with measurements in a free stratified shear flow of other experimenters 

(Gibson & Launder, 1978). However, since buoyancy issues are not really important 

in the experiment of Lazaro & Lasheras, it is reasonable to assume that the difference 

due to choice of closure model is probably insignificant in this case.

The under prediction of the spread rate is more clearly seen in Figure 5.5, which 

depicts the dimensionless velocity profile at the downstream location x = 203mm.
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Figure 5.4: Aerodynamic spreading rate

The calculated profile has a sharper slope in the transition region, and the points 

of 10% and 90% velocities are closer together then for the experimental data. This 

results in a smaller value for the level thickness, which is defined as:

6L = y(z = 0.1) — y(z = 0.9) (5.2)

or, more precisely, the difference in cross-stream coordinates corresponding to the 

points where the velocity profile is 10% and 90% of that of the free stream value. The 

experimenters Zhou & Leschziner made no mention of whether or not their calculated 

prediction captured the experimental downstream velocity profile correctly.

An under-prediction of aerodynamic spread rate means that the CFX-TASCflow code 

was unable to correctly predict the streamlines of the shear layer flow. In terms of 

particle dispersion, this inability should have a profound effect on the dispersion pre

dictions, since particles are convected by the fluid, and therefore follow the streamlines 

of the flow quite closely. The turbulent fluctuations of the fluid act to disperse parti

cles from the streamlines of the flow; however, when the velocity of the fluid is high,
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Figure 5.5: Dimensionless velocity profile, x=203mm

the particle will be convected very quickly downstream. Thus, if a particle is trapped 

on an erroneously high velocity streamline, it is reasonable to expect that particles 

dispersion to be in error by a factor greater then the error in velocity prediction.

As such, when we compare predictions for particle spread rate with axial distance 

(see Figure 5.6) for the model of Zhou & Leschziner, the predictions generated by 

the CFX-TASCflow code are in error by as much as 80% from those published by 

Zhou & Leschziner. It is reasonable to assume that this discrepancy is due to a 

compounding error effect because of the inaccuracy of the streamline predictions by 

the CFX-TASCflow code. It is interesting to note that Zhou & Leschziner’s data also 

underpredicted the concentration spreading rate by as much as 20%.

Particle tracking simulations were also carried out using CFX-TASCflow for the dis

persion models of Shuen et al., Hennick & Lightstone and the proposed model of 

Evinou and Lightstone. The predictions of these models (as seen in Figure 5.7) all 

underpredict the dispersion of the particles for this case. All four models (the Zhou 

& Leschziner model has been included) generate similar predictions for the particle
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of particle spread rate prediction using Zhou and Leschziner’s 
model

spread rate, and it is difficult to say one model is outperforming the others in this

case.

Finally, it is instructive to look at the dimensionless particle concentration profile 

predictions for the four SSF models (see Figure 5.8). It can be seen that the con

centration profiles have the same shape as the velocity profile predictions, but have 

an exaggerated error. It is important to remember that particles are convected by 

the mean flow, and therefore follow the streamlines of the flow, and are dispersed 

from these streamlines by the turbulent fluctuations. Since the spread of the stream

lines are underpredicted, this has a compound effect on the particle concentration 

profiles, which are very under predicted. Another potential reason for the dramatic 

underprediction may be that the high particle velocity fluctuations that are observed 

experimentally are usually attributed to particle interactions with large unsteady, 

vortical structures in the shear layer, which are not modelled by turbulent closure 

models (Coimbra et al.,1998).
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of particle spread rate predictions for four SSF models

5.4 Conclusions

This chapter outlined the modelling of the experiment conducted by Lazaro & Lasheras 

on measurements of the velocity and particle concentration fields across a two-dimensional 

mixing region formed between a uniform-concentration spray and a stagnant air re

gion. The flow field predictions generated by CFX-TASCflow were compared to the 

calculations generated by the researchers Zhou &; Leschziner for this experiment in an 

attempt to validate the methodology. It was found that CFX-TASCflow, using the 

second order closure model of Launder, Reece and Rodi, underpredicted the growth 

of the mixing layer by as much as 10% at some downstream locations. The particle 

concentration predictions that were generated using the model of Zhou &; Leschziner 

and CFX-TASCflow were compared to the results presented in their paper, and were 

shown to be underpredicted. It was surmised that the reason for this under-prediction 

was a compounding of error due to the inability of the CFX-TASCflow code to ac

curately predict the streamlines of the shear flow. This process was repeated for the 

particle dispersion models of Shuen et al., Hennick & Lightstone, and the proposed
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of concentration profiles for four SSF models at x=203mm

model of Evinou and Lightstone with similar results.



Chapter 6

The Experiment of Yuu et al, 1978

The numerical models described in Chapter 4 were applied and compared with ex

perimental data for the case of a dust laden turbulent round jet. The experimental 

conditions used in these simulations are the same as those reported in Yuu et al. 

(1978). The experiment was simulated using the CFD code CFX-TASCflow. Mea

surements of particle concentrations in the axial and radial directions were compared 

to results generated by each model considered in this thesis.

The chapter begins with a description of the experiment. The numerical simulation 

is described, and the predictions of each model are presented. Results are discussed 

in detail.

6.1 Description of Experiment

In this experiment the round jet originates from a nozzle 8mm in diameter. The noz

zle was designed to produce uniform velocity at the outlet. The resulting round jet 

exhausted into a large chamber confined between two horizontal walls extending 1.5 

m downstream from the nozzle exit and 0.4 m to either side of the center line. The ve

locity of the gas and the particles at the nozzle inlet was Uo = 20m/s. Velocities were 

measured with a pitot-static probe (2 mm diameter) and Gottingen micromanome

ter (Yuu et al., 1978). Particle concentration measurements were performed using a

53
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photoelectric dust counter. The particles used in the experiment were composed of 

fly ash because of its spherical shape and low relaxation time. The properties of the 

particles used in the simulation can be found in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1: Particle Properties

Mean Diameter Standard Deviation Density Relaxation Time

dp (jirrì) p(g/cm3) (sec)

15 2.1 2.0 0.014

6.2 Description of Boundary Conditions and Sim

ulation

Since the actual experimental setup dimensions were chosen so as to remove the 

influence of the boundaries on the formation of the jet, it was possible to only model 

a subsection of the test section for computational efficiency. As well, due to the 

axisymmetry of the round jet, only a quarter of the rectangular duct was modelled 

(see Figure 6.1). The duct was made to be 0.6m long and 0.16m high and wide, 

which enabled particle predictions to be generated up to a downstream location of 

x/D — 70; the maximum axial location were particle data was reported; and well in 

excess of r/x = 0.12, the maximum radial distance for which data was reported by 

Yuu et al.

The nozzle was modelled as square, with the length of the side of the square being 

selected so that the area of the square was equivalent to the area of the round nozzle, 

thus ensuring the same mass flow as in the experiment. This decision was made out 

of necessity because attempts to model the round jet directly were unsuccessful due 

to convergence problems. The assumption is that a square jet will closely resemble
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the properties of a round jet in the far field. It is allowed that the solution in the 

near field will most likely be different then in the experimental case, but it is hoped 

that these differences will have negligible effects on the far field particle concentration 

profiles.

The boundary conditions used in the simulation can also be seen in Figure 6.1. The 

inlet was modelled using an inflow condition. Since only one quadrant of the rectan

gular domain was modelled, symmetry boundary conditions were used on the y and z 

axes. The rest of the domain was modelled as an opening boundary condition, which 

allows fluid to flow in and out of the solution domain.

Figure 6.1: Geometric representation of model and Boundary Conditions

An important step in numerical simulation is verifying that the obtained solution 

is independent of the computational grid. In simplest terms, adding or subtracting 

complexity from the computational grid should not affect the numerical solution in 

anyway. To verify that the numerical solution was indeed grid independent, sim

ulations were run on two grids of varying refinement: 60X61X61 and 80X81X81. 

The results in Figure 6.2 show that the solution for radial velocity profile at two
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downstream locations from the nozzle are grid independent.

Similarly, it was necessary to choose a value for 6t in the correlated models that was 

solution independent. As in the previous chapter, it is recommended that the value 

of 6t be some fraction of the eddy lifetime. In the case of a round jet, there is a wide 

range of scales throughout the solution domain, and it was determined that setting 

6t < 20% of the eddy lifetime yielded an independent solution for the dispersion 

predictions. For the remainder of the calculations, St was set to 10% of the eddy 

lifetime, updated every time a new velocity fluctuation is sampled to adjust to the 

changing dynamics of the flow.

The fluid simulations were calculated using the k — e turbulence model, since the 

implementation of the second order closure model offered in CFX-TASCflow proved 

to be problematic in the case of a round jet. The computational mesh used in the 

rest of the calculations consisted of 80 nodes in the axial direction with an expansion 

factor of 2%, and 81 nodes on both of the cross-stream axes with an expansion factor 

of 2.8%. Expansion factors were used to concentrate nodes in the potential core of 

the jet.

For the particle tracking measurements, the flow solution was interpolated onto a 

mesh that consisted of 19360 nodes. This procedure was required to satisfy the mem

ory constraints implicit in calculating the Reynolds stresses using an eddy viscosity 

assumption in the CFX-TASCflow particle routine code for input in the anisotropic 

particle dispersion models.

6.3 Results

An important property of a turbulent round jet is that the radial velocity profiles 

become self-similar at a certain downstream position. This is usually taken as 30 jet
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Figure 6.2: Radial velocity profiles for two different meshes

diameters downstream of the nozzle (Hussein et al., 1994). Goertler estimated the 

velocity profile in the fully developed region by the following expression (White,1991):

U r zr\2l-2% = l1+57'76fc)J (61)

In Figure 6.3 the predictions of the CFX-TASCflow code are plotted along with 

Goertler’s expression and data from Yuu et al. A characteristic width called the 

half-radius, ro.5, is used to indicate the spread of the jet. The half-radius is the value 

of the r at which the fluid velocity is half the centerline value, that is U/Uci = 0.5, 

and it varies linearly with downstream distance. The predicted half-radius from 

Goertler’s solution is 0.0847. The numerical prediction gives a half-radius of 0.111, 

thus overestimating the half-radius by approximately 31.1%.

The jet’s nozzle in the simulation was square and the experiment was for a round jet. 

Since the numerical solutions indicate a similar solution to the round jet solution, the 

assumption taken seems to be valid. However, it is difficult to ascertain whether the 

selection of hydraulic diameter contributed to the error in half-width prediction.
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Figure 6.3: Similarity Solution

It is shown in Figure 6.4 that the numerical prediction overpredicts the axial velocity 

decay of the round jet. This is consistent with the the overprediction of the half

radius of the jet. As a result, it will be impossible to obtain clear conclusions about 

the performance of the particle dispersion models since they will be subjected to a 

spurious fluid flow field.

Since the CFX-TASCflow code injects particles independently into the computational 

domain, it is important to ensure that enough particles are injected to yield an inde

pendent dispersion profile. Three particle quantities of 32000, 64000 and 128000 were 

injected using the model of Hennick & Lightstone (see Figure 6.5). It is clear that all 

three quantities give similar particle concentration profiles, and it was concluded that 

64000 particles would be sufficient to generate the particle data for the simulation of 

this experiment.

The results of the model of Shuen, Chen and Faeth for the various downstream loca

tions are plotted in Figure 6.6. The results are similar for all downstream locations, 

and are in good agreement with the results published by Yuu et al. However, since
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Figure 6.4: Axial velocity distribution of the aerodynamic field

the fluid solution prediction for half-width was over-predicted, the spread of the jet 

was exaggerated in the simulation and the fluid velocities in the outer radial regions 

of the jet were higher then in the experiment, consistent with the over-prediction of 

the jet centerline decay. It is therefore reasonable to assume that the particle dis

persion predictions would be greater if the correct flow field had been used. This is 

because the majority of particles in the outer radial regions were convected rapidly 

downstream by the higher axial velocities that they were exposed to, and did not 

have the time to disperse as much as they might have. As a result, it is thought that 

the model of Shuen, Chen and Faeth would over-predict the dispersion of particles if 

subjected to the correct velocity field.

The results of the model of Hennick & Lightstone are shown in Figure 6.7. The 

results are once again similar for the four downstream locations. In this case, the 

concentration of particles is under-predicted in the region near the centerline, but the 

dispersion is over-predicted for values of r/z > 0.12.

The results for the model of Zhou & Leschziner are shown in Figure 6.8. The results
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Figure 6.5: Particle number independence test

are also similar for the four downstream locations, as per the theory. The profile is in 

good agreement in the near-centerline region, but tends to over-predict the dispersion 

in the region of r/z > 0.15. As before with the model of Shuen et al., it is surmised 

that the profiles would be over-predicted if the flow field solution used had correctly 

matched the data of Yuu et al.

The results for the proposed model of Evinou and Lightstone are presented in Figure 

6.9. The results are under-predicted in the region r/z < 0.1. It is forwarded that the 

results in this region are under-predicted in relation to those of the Zhou & Leschziner 

model since the incorporation of the spatial auto-correlation function has damped the 

radial dispersion of the particles, which are expected to lag the dispersion of a fluid 

point as per the crossing-trajectory theory. Although, it is impossible to conclude 

authoritatively, it is possible that the proposed model would have done a good job 

capturing the experimental behaviour of the particles with the correct velocity field 

and the inclusion of the spatial correlation.

Finally, the axial decrease of particle concentration can be seen for all models in
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Figure 6.6: Concentration profiles using the model of Shuen, Chen and Faeth

Figure 6.10. The models of Hennick &; Lightstone and Shuen et al. both do a good 

job of capturing the centerline decay of particle concentration. The model of Zhou 

& Leschziner slightly under-predicts the centerline concentration, indicative of an 

exaggerated dispersion. Contrasted, the proposed model of Evinou and Lightstone 

over-predicts the centerline concentration. This is most likely due to the inclusion of 

the spatial correlation function to model the crossing trajectory effect of the particles. 

It is possible that if the tests were re-run with the correct flow field solution, the results 

for the proposed model would yield a better fit to the experimental data.

6.4 Conclusions

This study compared the numerical results obtained from five different particle disper

sion models with experimental data for a dust-laden, turbulent round jet presented by 

Yuu et al.. The CFD code CFX-TASCflow was unable to correctly capture the flow 

field solution as given experimentally by Yuu et al. and an expression by Goertler.
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Figure 6.7: Concentration profiles using the model of Hennick and Lightstone

The four particle models of Shuen, Chen and Faeth, Hennick and Lightstone, Zhou 

and Leschziner and the proposed model of Evinou and Lightstone were run for the 

case of Uo = 20m/s and dp = lS^m. It was shown that the model of Shuen, Chen 

and Faeth gave the best results for the downstream concentration profiles. It was 

conjectured that since the half-radius of the round jet was over-predicted by the nu

merical solution, the particle data was under-predicted as a result of the particles 

being convected downstream too quickly. Therefore, it is plausible that the model of 

Evinou and Lightstone would have generated results close to the experimental data 

had the correct flow field solution been captured.
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Figure 6.10: Maximum cross-stream concentration for all models



Chapter 7

The Experiment of Hishida, Maeda 

et al, 1993

The mathematical models of Shuen, Chen and Faeth, Hennick & Lightstone, the 

anisotropic model of Zhou & Leschziner and the proposed model of Evinou and Light- 

stone are applied and compared with experimental data for the case of a multiphase, 

incompressible, turbulent shear layer. The experimental conditions used in these sim

ulations are the same as those reported in Hishida et al. (1992). The experiment was 

simulated using the CFX-TASCflow CFD code. Measurements of particle velocity 

and dispersion were compared to results generated by each model considered in this 

thesis.

The chapter begins with a description of the experiment. The numerical simulation 

is described, and the predictions of each model are presented. Results are discussed 

in detail.

7.1 Description of Experiment

The experiment of Hishida et al. was performed in a two-dimensional, vertical tur

bulent shear layer wind tunnel. The experimental flow configuration can be seen in 

Figure 7.1. The flow was diverted into two streams and passed through a settling

65
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nozzle and merged at the point of the trailed edge of the splitter plate. The splitter 

plate was made of two thin aluminum plates, which were 0.3 mm thin, and had a 

constant spacing of 0.57 mm.

Figure 7.1: Experimental flow configuration (Hishida et al.,1992)

Measurements of the particle number density and mean velocity profiles at four posi

tions (100, 150, 200 and 250mm) downstream from the edge of the plate were taken. 

The flow is vertical and downward, thus gravity acts to accelerate the particles. In 

the paper of Hishida et al., the experimenters considered three flow conditions. These 

are presented in Table 7.1. These different conditions were employed to clarify the 

effects of the particle residence time, particularly with reference to the bulk velocity, 

which is given by Ub = (ZVi + C72)/2. In condition (I), the bulk velocity is 17m/s, and 

in condition (II), it is 8.5m/s. Only conditions (I) and (II) will be examined in this 

work.

The properties for the three kinds of glass particles used in this experiment can be 

found in Table 7.2. The particles were injected at the initial point of the mixing layer 

and were given exit velocities much different then those of the flow to generate large
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Table 7.1: Flow conditions

Condition Ui [m/s] f/2 [m/s]

(I) 21 13

(II) 13 4

(HI) 15 3

relative velocities. The exit velocities for the particles were approximately 1.1m/s 

for Ub = 17m/s and 0.9m/s for Ub = 8.5m/s. The experimenters were particularly 

interested in determining the effects of particle residence time on particle disper

sion, which is a function of the relative velocity between the gas and the particulate. 

Hishida et al. investigated whether the air phase was modified by the presence of the 

particles, and found that the maximum difference between the two velocity profiles 

in a single-phase and in two phases was very small. They therefore concluded that 

turbulence modulation due to the presence of the particles was insignificant for the 

particle mass flow rates used in this experiment (Hishida et al., 1992).

Table 7.2: Particle Properties

Mean Diameter Mass Flow Rate Density Relaxation Time

dp (jam) m(#/s) p(kgfm3) (sec)

42 7.5 2590 0.014

72 20.9 2590 0.041

135 20.4 2590 0.144
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7.2 Description of Boundary Conditions and Sim

ulation

Since the flow in this experiment is two-dimensional, it was possible to model the 

control system in a manner that made efficient use of control nodes. The duct was 

made to be 3.5m long and lm high. Nodes were placed on the x and y axes with 

expansion factors to concentrate nodes in the regions of maximum gradient (i.e. along 

the centerline and in the developing region). Only three nodes were used in the 

z direction, since the flow was symmetric in this direction. Symmetry boundary 

conditions were applied on the top, bottom and side walls of the duct (see Figure 

7.2). Sensitivity studies examining different heights for the duct showed that the 

symmetry boundary conditions at the top and bottom of the duct did not influence 

the solution of the flow field for heights greater then 0.75 m.

Figure 7.2: Description of Boundary Conditions

An important consideration when undertaking a numerical investigation of this na

ture, is to ensure that the solution the CFD code generates is independent of grid
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size. As such, a coarse grid and fine grid solution was modeled for this solution where 

the number of nodes used in each direction was effectively doubled. The coarse grid 

solution consisted of 120 nodes in the axial direction, 3 nodes in the symmetric direc

tion, and 101 nodes in the transverse direction. The fine mesh solution consisted of 

240,3, and 201 nodes, respectively. Figure 7.3 demonstrates that both meshes gener

ate similar profiles for the axial velocity of the flow. Figure 7.4 shows similarity for 

tranverse velocity. Figures 7.5 and 7.6 show similarity for the two turbulent quantities 

of interest, the turbulent kinetic energy and the turbulent dissipation. The remainder 

of the calculations in this section were completed using the coarse grid for efficiency 

purposes.

Figure 7.3: Grid Independence of Axial Velocity at X = 100mm
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Figure 7.4: Grid Independence of Transverse Velocity at X = 100mm

7.3 Results

Before the experiments for particle trajectories were undertaken, it was imperative 

that the flow field solution obtained using the second moment closure model was 

verified. To verify the flow field solution, the distributions of mean velocity were 

plotted at several downstream locations. The splitter plate produces a small velocity 

defect, but at positions in the region past x=50mm, the distributions of the mean 

velocities approach a hyperbolic tangent curve (see Figure 7.7). The mean velocity 

profiles are normalized along the x-axis by two variables. The first is Vb.s, which 

is defined as the cross-stream location where the magnitude of the fluid velocity is 

equal to the small velocity U2 plus half of 5U. The second variable is the integral 

momentum thickness, which is given by
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Figure 7.5: Grid Independence of Turbulent Kinetic Energy at X = 100mm

It is particularly interesting to look at the predictions for half-width growth by the 

second-order closure models as compared to the experimental data for Ub = 8.5m/s 

and Ub = 17m/s, as seen in Figure 7.8. The half width is defined by Hishida et al. as 

the lateral distance from the point of Uf = 0.75AI7 + U2 to that of Uf = 0.25AC + U%- 

It can be seen that in both cases, the second order closure scheme tends to under

predict the half-width at all down-stream locations. This is important, since it should 

have a profound effect on the particle dispersion data that will be examined later in 

the chapter.

The average error for half-width prediction by the second order closure model is 

32% under-prediction for Ub = 8.5m/s, and 23% under-prediction for the case of 

Ub = Ulm/s. The second order closure model was used in the calculations because 

accurate predictions for the Reynolds stresses were required for the anisotropic par

ticle dispersion models. Coimbra et al. showed that the k — e model generates better 

predictions for the growth of the shear layer; however, it was impossible to generate
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Figure 7.6: Grid Independence of Turbulent Dissipation Rate at X = 100mm

the Reynolds stresses using the eddy viscosity assumption and the k — e model in 

TASCflow for this case due to memory constraints.

7.4 Particle Dispersion Validation

Before the individual models can be assessed, it is necessary to determine the appro

priate time step (i.e. St) necessary for the correlated models, as well as the number 

of particles that must be injected per simulation to generate statistically meaningful 

dispersion profiles.

As was described earlier, the correlated models of Hennick and Lightstone, Zhou and 

Leschziner, and the proposed correlated model of Evinou and Lightstone, generate 

velocity flow fluctuations that are correlated in time. As such, the time step, St, over 

which velocity fluctuations are held correlated is of great importance. The general
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idea is that St should be some fraction of the eddy integral time scale, given by 

tli = 0.135 • k/e. For the case of Ub = 8.5m/s, the average integral time scale in 

the computational domain was calculated to be approximately 0.002s. Hennick & 

Lightstone showed that a relative fraction of 5% to 10% of the integral time scale 

tends to be sufficient to achieve ” time step independence”. Therefore, it is projected 

that an appropriate St for this investigation should be of the order 0.0001s.

The model of Hennick & Lightstone was run for a range of St ranging from 0.00005s 

to 0.01s to validate that the code was generating particle dispersion profiles that 

were time step independent of the order predicted by the theory. The test case of 

Ub = 8.5m/s and dp = was examined for this purpose, and 4000 particles

were injected to create the particle dispersion profiles at the downstream location 

X = 250mm. This location was chosen far downstream of the inlet to ensure that the 

predictions for the different time steps were independent of the inlet concentration, 

which was the same in all the cases. It is clear from Figure 7.9 that the particle
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Figure 7.8: Numerical Predictions of Half-widths

concentrations approach independence for a time step of 0.0002s and less. This is in 

accordance with the theory.

It was also necessary to validate the coding of the model equations for the different 

correlated models. This process will be outlined for the model of Hennick & Lightstone 

As was mentioned earlier, the model of Hennick & Lightstone samples correlated 

velocities according to the relation:

it- = 7?(Ji)7?(Jx)iz'_(5f + et (7.2)

The nature of the correlation in this relation essentially states that as St approaches 

zero, the new velocity fluctuation will be highly correlated to the velocity fluctuation 

seen in the previous computational time step, and inversely, as St grows large, the 

correlation of the velocity fluctuations at subsequent time steps will disappear, and the 

new velocity fluctuation will be a random variable. Figure 7.10 shows the relationship
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Figure 7.9: Validation of Appropriate Time Step

between the magnitude of the random component of the fluctuating velocity as a 

function of the correlation function, As explained earlier, this figure clearly

shows that the magnitude of the random contribution, et, decreases as R(6t) increases, 

or more precisely, as the value of tit grows smaller. More specifically, as tit gets small, 

the fluctuating velocities at successive time steps become highly correlated, and the 

effects due to randomness during the time step disappear, which is in accordance with 

the theory.

The final procedure that needs to be verified before the models can be properly as

sessed is determining the number of particles required to produce significant disper

sion data. CFX-TASCflow generates particle concentrations by injecting and tracking 

particles one at a time. The particles do not interact with each other, and in the case 

of the Hishida experiment, do not affect the fluid solution. A minimum number of
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Figure 7.10: Magnitude of et as a function of R(6t)

particles must be injected for any given flow to give a statistically significant disper

sion profile. For the case of Ub = 8.5m/s and dp = A2p,m, 24000, 32000 and 40000 

particles were injected, and dispersion profiles were acquired at a downstream loca

tion of X = 200mm using the particle model of Hennick &; Lightstone. From the data 

in Figure 7.11, it is clear that these three amounts give graphically similar particle 

dispersion profiles, and the solutions are therefore independent of particle number. 

As a result of this study, it was concluded that 32000 particles would be sufficient to 

generate meaningful data for the cases studied in the subsequent sections.
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7.5 Particle Dispersion Data

The first case that was examined was for Ub = 8.5m/s and dp = 42pm. All four 

models were run with 32000 particles and, for the correlated models, a time step of 

6t = 0.0001. The distributions over the cross-section at X = 250mm are presented 

in Figure 7.12. In the experiment, it can be seen that the particle velocities are 

close to that of the single-phase at this downstream location. All four models have 

under-predicted this phenomenon.

The distributions over the cross-section at X = 100mm and X = 250mm are pre

sented in Figures 7.13 and 7.14. From Figure 7.13, it is clear that all four of the 

models have under-predicted the spread of the particles at the downstream location 

of X = 100mm. This can partly be attributed to the error in prediction of the half

width of the flow field solution. There is a definite progression with respect to the 

spread prediction of the models. The SCF model predicts the least amount of particle
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Figure 7.12: Cross-sectional distributions of particle mean velocities at X — 250mm for 
Uf, = 8.5m/s and dp — 42/zm

dispersion. The proposed model of Evinou and Lightstone has a slightly larger spread, 

but is significantly less then the model of ZL. The model of Hennick & Lightstone 

falls between the two anisotropic models.

Further downstream at X = 250mm, similar patterns between the models can be 

seen in Figure 7.14. It should be noted that the concentrations in this plot have 

been normalized by the peak concentration value from the downstream location of 

X = 100mm. Since the experimenters did not provide data for this parameter, the 

calculated data was normalized by the peak concentration from each of the model’s 

prediction at X — 100mm. Again, the model of Zhou & Leschziner tends to have 

the closest comparison to the experimental data, and then, in order of decreasing 

accuracy, the models of Hennick and Lightstone, Evinou and Lightstone, and finally, 

Shuen, Chen and Faeth.

In order to determine magnitudes of error in the different model’s predictions for
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particle dispersion, it is useful to look at a plot of the variance of the displacement, 

y2 at different downstream locations. To evaluate the particle dispersion from the 

particle number density profile, y2 is calculated using the following equation:

? : ■' * \

y fNddy (7-3)

where Nd is the local particle number density. The variations of particle mean square 

displacements for the four different models as compared to the data collected by 

Hishida et al. can be seen in Figure 7.15. It is abundantly clear from this plot that 

all four models have had a significant difficulty in accurately predicting the particle 

dispersion. The model of Zhou & Leschziner comes closest to the experimental data, 

but still has an error of 84.4%. The model of Hennick & Lightstone is next closest, 

with an associated error of 91.2%, followed by the proposed model of Evinou and 

Lightstone with an error of 96% and Shuen, Chen and Faeth with an error of 97%.
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It should be remembered that the fluid solution under-predicted the growth of the 

half-widths of the flow by approximately 30%, so the under-prediction of the models 

is not as significant as these errors indicate.

In Figure 7.16, the stream wise particle velocity fluctuations at the downstream lo

cation can be seen. It can be seen that the experimental particles have basically 

’caught up’ to the fluids, and exhibit essentially the same mean fluctuations at the 

fluid at this downstream location. Of the particle models examined, it is clear that 

the Zhou &; Leschziner outperforms the other models. The Shuen et al. model is 

the least capable of capturing the axial fluctuations of the particle. This is due to 

the fact that this model is isotropic in nature, and is ’unaware’ that the turbulent 

fluctuations are larger in this direction. Again, it can be seen that the new model 

of Evinou and Lightstone significantly ’lags’ behind the model of Zhou & Leschziner 

which it is mostly based on.
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Figure 7.17 examines the cross-stream velocity fluctuations of the particles. These 

fluctuations must be captured correctly if the dispersion is to be predicted accurately. 

Experimentally, it can be seen that the particles of Hishida et al. do not quite 

reach the peak of the fluid phase fluctuations at this downstream location. Of the 

four models examined, the model of Zhou & Leschziner once again comes closest to 

matching the experimental predictions. It is interesting to note that the predictions 

of the new model of Evinou and Lightstone are the furthest from the experimental 

values, since it outperformed the model of Shuen et al. in the prediction of the y2 

terms.

These results are consistent with the findings of Coimbra et al., who found that 

the particle velocity fluctuations (both longitudinal and cross-stream) are underpre

dicted for this experiment all across the shear layer using stochastic separated flow
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Figure 7.16: Particle streamwise velocity fluctuation at X — 250mm for Ub = 8.5m/s and 
dp — 42 pm

algorithms. They used an isotropic particle dispersion model similar to the model 

of Shuen et al., and an algebraic model used to simulate the anisotropy of the flow. 

Coimbra et al. attributed the high particle velocity fluctuations observed experi

mentally to particle interactions with large unsteady, vortical structures in the shear 

layer.

The second case that was examined was the case for Ub = 8.5m/s and dp = 135 pm. 

The particles in this case are roughly 3 times as large as those in the first case. 

As a result, the particles will be less likely to respond quickly to the changes in 

the fluctuating velocity of the fluid, due to the increased particle relaxation time. 

Essentially, these particles require more energy to respond to the changes in fluid 

velocity due to their increased mass, and as a result, take a longer time to accelerate 

or de-accelerate to the new fluid velocity. As well, the crossing trajectory effect (CTE)
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Figure 7.17: Particle cross-stream velocity fluctuation at X = 250mm for U¡, = 8.5m/s 
and dp = 42/zm

will be much more important in this case, and it is thought that the proposed model 

of Evinou and Lightstone will perform well since this effect is taken into account in 

the derivation of the new model.

As before, the first variable that will be examined is the mean particle velocity predic

tion. All four models predict particle velocities that are well within the experimental 

data (see Figure 7.18). It is clear from this figure that all four models are still 

under-predicting the spread of particles quite drastically, however,the magnitude of 

the velocities predicted is admirable.

In Figure 7.19, the predicted value for y2 is plotted. From this data, it is possible 

to discern the magnitude of the error in dispersion prediction. The model of Zhou 

& Leschziner generates a prediction that is closest to the experimental data set, but
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Figure 7.18: Cross-sectional distributions of particle mean velocities at X — 250mm for 
Ub = 8.5m/s and dp — 135/zrn

is 61.2% in error. As before, the model of Hennick &; Lightstone tends to generate 

better predictions then the two final models, but still has an error of 88.4%. It was 

thought that the proposed model of Evinou and Lightstone would do a better job 

with the larger particles because of the consideration of the CTE; however, it appears 

that the elimination of the Frenkiel functions in the correlation functions has had an 

overwhelming negative effect, when compared to the model of Zhou & Leschziner. 

The EL model has an error of 93.7% for this case. The model of Shuen, Chen and 

Faeth performs only slightly better, with an average error of 92.3% for y2.

Despite the error, it can clearly be seen that the dispersion of the larger particles 

is significantly smaller then the dispersion of the small particles from the previous 

case (as seen in Figure 7.15). Physically, the larger particles do not respond to the 

turbulent fluctuations as quickly as the smaller particles due to much larger particle
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relaxation times; and because of this the trajectories of the larger particles follow the 

streamlines of the flow closely. It was conjectured that the modeling of the crossing- 

trajectory effect would have a more profound effect on the results, but it can be seen 

that the incorporation of the CTE in the proposed model of Evinou and Lightstone 

has not had the desired effect.
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Figure 7.19: Variations of particle mean square displacement for Ub — 8.5m/s and dp — 
135jum

From the predictions for particle stream wise velocity fluctuations, as shown in Figure 

7.20, it can be seen that the model of Zhou & Leschziner very nearly falls within the 

error range of the experimental data for u2. Of the three remaining models, the 

proposed model of Evinou and Lightstone generates the best predictions. This is 

most likely due to the fact that this model has taken the anisotropy of the flow into 

account. The discrete eddy model of Shuen et al. continues to perform poorly.

Finally, the model of Zhou & Leschziner generates the best predictions for the particle 

fluctuating velocity in the cross-stream direction, v2, as seen in Figure 7.21. These
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Figure 7.20: Particle streamwise velocity fluctuation at X — 250mm for Ub = 8.5m/s and 
dp = 135jum

results come very close to falling within the error range of the experimental data of 

Hishida et al.. There is not much difference between the predictions of the other three 

models.

The final case that will be examined is for particle sizes of dp = 42 pm again, but for 

a bulk velocity of 17m/s. As the Reynolds number of this flow will be greater then 

in the first two cases, the turbulence intensity of the flow will be greater, and thus 

the variation in predictions for instantaneous gas velocity between the models should 

be greater. As a result, this case should be very revealing in terms of strengths and 

weaknesses of the models under study. An additional circumstance of the higher bulk 

velocity is that the particles will be convected through the computational domain by 

the mean flow at a greater rate in this case, and therefore the dispersion is expected 

to be much less then in the previous cases.

As before, the first parameter to be examined is the particle mean velocity at X =
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Figure 7.21: Particle cross-stream velocity fluctuation at X = 250mm for Ub = 8.5m/s 
and dp = 135/j,m

250mm downstream of the injection point, as seen in Figure 7.22. It can be seen 

immediately that all four models have had difficulty capturing the width of dispersion 

that is evident in the experimental results. However, the magnitudes of the particle 

mean velocities seem to be in accordance with the experimental data.

As in the first case, it is possible to examine the particle number density profiles. As 

shown in Figure 7.23, the model of Zhou & Leschziner has actually over-predicted the 

dispersion profile of the experiment at the initial downstream location of X = 100mm. 

Similar to previous results, the model of Hennick & Lightstone produces the next best 

results, followed by the proposed model of Evinou and Lightstone, and finally by the 

model of Shuen et al.

At the downstream location of X = 250mm, the model of Zhou & Leschziner has 

been overtaken by the experimental result, but generates a prediction that quite 

close to the data (see Figure 7.24). The model of Hennick and Lightstone generates a
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Figure 7.22: Cross-sectional distributions of particle mean velocities at X = 250mm for 
Ub = 17m/s and dp = 42/j.m

reasonable profile, while the other models produce predictions that are severely under 

predicted.

For the higher bulk velocity in this case, it can be seen that the magnitudes of 

y2 with X are much smaller then those for Ub = 8.5m/s. Hishida et al. explain 

that these differences are due to the difference in particle residence time. A larger 

relative velocity causes a shorter particle residence time and less effect of the vortical 

structural motion, causing a decrease in dispersion (Hishida et al. ,1992). In terms 

of the modeling of the flows, this can be described as the particles being quickly 

convected through the domain before they get a chance to be dispersed. The model 

of Zhou & Leschziner once again comes closest to the experimental data set, with an 

under prediction of 30%. The model of Hennick and Lightstone has an error of 58%, 

followed by the model of Evinou and Lightstone at 71% and the discrete eddy model 

of Shuen, Chen and Faeth with an error of 80%.
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Figure 7.23: Particle Number Density Distributions at X = 100mm for = 17m/s and 
dp = 4:2/rm

It is also of interest to examine the model predictions for the two fluctuating velocities, 

u2 and v2. Figure 7.26 shows the stream wise particle fluctuations at the downstream 

location of X = 250mm. It can be seen that the predictions of the model of Zhou & 

Leschziner very nearly falls within the error range of the experimental data for u2. Of 

the three remaining models, the proposed model of Evinou and Lightstone generates 

the best predictions. The model of Shuen et al. continues to perform poorly.

Finally, the model of Zhou & Leschziner generates the best predictions for the particle 

fluctuating velocity in the cross-stream direction, v2, as seen in Figure 7.27. These 

results come very close to falling within the error range of the experimental data of 

Hishida et al.. There is not much difference between the predictions of the three other 

models.
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dp = 42^m

7.6 Conclusions

This study compared the numerical results obtained from four different particle dis

persion models with experimental data for a turbulent mixing layer. The four stochas

tic separated flow models considered were the discrete eddy model of Shuen, Chen and 

Faeth, the time-correlated model of Hennick & Lightstone, the anisotropic, correlated 

model of Zhou & Leschziner, and the proposed model of Evinou and Lightstone, an 

anisotropic, correlated model that accounts for the crossing trajectory effect. The 

models were tested for two different bulk velocities of the mixing layer, and also for 

two different particle sizes, to study the effects of particle residence time and the 

influence of particle relative velocities on model performance.

The models were able to adequately predict the magnitude of mean particle velocities 

at different downstream positions. Particle dispersion or spread, in contrast, was 

significantly under-predicted. This could be due in part to the inability of the fluid
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Figure 7.25: Variations of particle mean square displacement for = 17m/s and dp = 
42/ira

flow solver to accurately predict the half-width of the flow field. The anisotropic model 

of Zhou & Leschziner was best able to predict the dispersion of particles, as evidenced 

by the magnitude of error for the calculated prediction of y2 for the different cases. 

The model of Shuen et al. was the least capable of predicting this value, perhaps 

because of the model’s discrete eddy assumption, that the particle’s are subjected to 

one fluid fluctuating velocity for the length of its interaction with an eddy. This is 

in contrast to the other models assumption that the particle will be subjected to a 

series of correlated fluctuating velocities during the interaction with the eddy.
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Figure 7.26: Particle stream wise velocity fluctuation at X = 250mm for Ub = 17m/s 
and dp = 42/¿m,

Figure 7.27: Particle cross-stream velocity fluctuation at X = 250mm for = 17m/s 
and dp = 42/j,m



Chapter 8

Closure

8.1 Summary and Conclusions

This research has focused on the problem of particle dispersion in turbulent shear 

flows. The particle dispersion problem is intrinsically linked to turbulence, most 

specifically, the modelling of instantaneous turbulent gas fluctuations. It is helpful to 

think of particles being convected by the mean flow of the fluid, and dispersed from 

the streamlines of the fluid phase by the instantaneous turbulent fluctuations.

A popular process to solve the problem has been the use of discrete eddy models. 

Discrete eddy models assume that a particle will be ’captured’ by an eddy for a finite 

length of time during which it will be exposed to the instantaneous velocity of the 

eddy. The trajectory of the particle will then be determined by solving a Lagrangian 

equation of motion for the particle which takes into account drag and gravitational 

forces. Research on this topic by Shuen et al. and Gosman & Ioannides has proven 

very promising, and their models have been incorporated into many commercial CFD 

packages, such as CFX-TASCflow.

While the discrete eddy models offer good computational affordability, the assumption 

that a particle will be exposed to only one fluctuating velocity during its interaction 

time with an eddy is erroneous. Researchers such as Zhou & Leschziner have proposed 

correlated models where a particle is subjected to a series of correlated fluctuating 
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velocities as it traverses an eddy. The model of Zhou & Leschziner uses a temporal 

correlation based on an approximation suggested by Hinze:

Hennick & Lightstone furthered this model by introducing a spatial correlation to 

take into account the crossing trajectory effect; which concerns particles that have 

large relaxation times and don’t respond quickly to changes in the fluid velocity. This 

correlation acts to correct for the fact that a particle and a fluid point will not end 

up in the same spot after a period of time, which is an inherent assumption of the 

Zhou & Leschziner temporal model.

All of the previous models were isotropic models; that is they assumed that the 

turbulence acted in equal intensity in all directions. For the case of turbulent shear 

flows such as mixing layers and jets, the turbulence tends to be very directional or 

anisotropic. Zhou &; Leschziner (1991b) were one of the first researchers to present 

an anisotropic, time-correlated model. The fluctuating gas velocities are a function 

of the fluctuating velocities in each direction at a previous time step, and take into 

account the directional correlation in space reflected by the anisotropy of the Reynolds 

stresses.

Berlemont et al. and Burry & Bergeles suggest anisotropic correlated models that 

account for the crossing-trajectory effect by including a spatial Eulerian correlation 

with a Frenkiel form. Lightstone shows that the use of Frenkiel correlations results in 

an effective asymptotic correlation that is exponential in shape and clearly different 

from the intended correlation, and therefore does not recommend their usage. As 

a result, this work was focused on introducing an anisotropic model that uses a 

temporal, spatial correlation that accounts for the crossing-trajectory effect without 

utilizing Frenkiel functions.
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In order to assess this proposed model, several particle dispersion experiments were 

selected from the literature. The first experiment was the shear layer experiment 

of Lazaro &; Lasheras. This case looked at a jet stream mixture of air with water 

droplets exiting in a room filled with quiescient air. This experiment was used by 

Zhou &: Leschziner in the validation of their time-correlated anisotropic model, and 

their data was used as a benchmark for the process. The second case was a round jet 

experiment conducted by Yuu et al.. The final case was a shear layer experiment by 

Hishida et al. with two streams of air at different velocity that interact at the end of 

a splitter plate where the particles are injected.

The performance of the proposed model was assessed by comparison with the exper

imental data and with the predictions of three of the previously mentioned models. 

The models chosen for comparison were the Shuen, Chen and Faeth discrete eddy 

model, the Hennick and Lightstone isotropic temporal and spatially correlated model 

and the Zhou and Leschziner anisotropic temporally correlated model. These models 

were chosen as a broad representation of the field of research.

The CFD code CFX-TASCflow was found to have difficulties accurately predicting the 

flow field solution for the shear layer experiments. The code, using the second moment 

closure model of Launder, Reece and Rodi, consistently underpredicted the growth 

rate of the shear layer. This error induced further error in the particle dispersions data 

found from the models. As a result, it was difficult to properly assess the performance 

of the models.

In the experiment of Lazaro & Lasheras (1989), all four models predicted similar 

particle concentration growth rates. The growth rates were severely underpredicted 

compared to the experimental data, which can partly be explained due to the un

derprediction of the growth of the fluid shear layer. Another reason for the error is 

due to the inability of the second moment closure algorithm to model the effects of 

particle interactions with the large, unsteady vortical structures that exist in shear
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layers, as suggested by Coimbra et al..

In the experiment of Yuu et al. (1978), the k — e closure model was used to obtain 

the flow field solution. The half-radius, ro.5, was over-predicted by about 30%, which 

most likely resulted in the dispersion profiles being underpredicted for the four models 

examined. While the discrete eddy model of Shuen, Chen and Faeth came closest to 

matching the experimental data, it was surmised that the proposed model of Evinou 

and Lightstone would have performed well if the correct fluid flow behaviour had been 

captured.

The shear layer experiment of Hishida et al. (1992) was also simulated using the four 

models outlined earlier. This experiment differed from that of Lazaro & Lasheras in 

that the particles originated from a small nozzle in the center of two fluid streams at 

a much different velocity from the fluids, in order to induce large relative velocities. 

As a result, the particle models generated significantly different predictions for the 

different particle cases in the experiment. The anisotropic model of Zhou & Leschziner 

generated the predictions that were closest to the experimental data. The proposed 

model of Evinou and Lightstone did not perform as well as the model of Zhou & 

Leschziner, most likely due to the fact that the Eulerian spatial correlation that was 

incorporated into the model consistently acted to reduce the value of the correlation 

function relating fluctuating velocities at subsequent time steps.

8.2 Recommendations for Future Work

While the proposed model of Evinou and Lightstone did not significantly outperform 

the other stochastic separated flow models featured in this work, there were extenu

ating circumstances that should be resolved before any firm conclusions on the merits 

of the model are drawn. The major recommendation for future work is as follows.
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1. The model should be tested using better predictions for the flow field solu

tion. In the course of this research, the k — e model was found to produce better 

predictions for the flow field solutions of the shear layer experiments. However, it was 

impossible to generate the Reynolds stresses using the eddy-viscosity assumption in 

CFX-TASCflow to input into the anisotropic dispersion models due to memory con

straints. This problem could be resolved by solving the flow field on a fine mesh, and 

then interpolating the solution onto a course grid when solving the particle equation 

of motion during the particle tracking process.
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